7-6-05
Return: Case: 7:10 P.M. - Left message -
>
- Snap: wants to do a documentary re: Kenny Amit
- He wants him to be registered as a sex offender.
- Wants him to move to Louisiana to file a civil suit?
- He does not have an attorney now - too expensive.
- His attorney told him he wants no further involvement.
- What does our attorney have to say.

7-6-05 Called Tony Flynn

Redacted - AC/WP

Redacted - AC/WP

7-8-05 Called - What's the lawyer's answer -

7-8-05 Returned his call:
1) Our lawyer can't give you advice - it is not his place.
1. Medical bills should be sent to Louisiana - Magee.
   La Rochelle.

Do you know about the Voice of the Faithful - (I've
heard of them) they want me to file in Maryland.

Thank you!
12-3-04
9:35 A.M.  (Called Christine - spoke with Pat Bosco who called me.)
"SNAP" MORE VICTIMS IN ELKTON - ADVISED TO GO TO THE
ELKTON POLICE DEPARTMENT & FILE A COMPLAINT INCLUDING CPL.
CALLS FROM LAFAYETTE - MASOR, LAROCHE -
"CALL BACK"

(CALL) Tony Flynn  571-6675

(CALL) - Al Kramer - For Advice -

4:25 P.M., Called [X] left message:

8:08 P.M. Called [X] told him I do not know how to advise him

As mentioned, checking the file I did come up with

a lawyer - perhaps talking with him would help,

said he has not seen a doctor in four years. Claimed

again, he was contacted by a member of SNAP who

is encouraging him to pursue this. He is not sure

he wants to. Maybe he'll have to move - has been

in present location for 9 years. Would it help to talk

with the District Lawyer? Said I would speak

to our lawyer about this.

He gave me his home phone number.

12-6-04 Returned [X] called at 3:35 P.M. Left Message

12-6-04 [X] called - said he understood that I called

to clarify: [X] called me to ask for some guidance

claims that [X] checks bounced. He's aware that

SNAP has contacted [X] & mentioned that Barnes and
Noble wanted him to write a book about his abuse experience in Louisiana. I told Al that I had worked with his brother and had not even met him, but he suggested that our dividend lawyers speak with him.

12-06-04 9:05 PM. Called - left message - "I'll call tomorrow"

12-07-04 Returned a Call - (he's at work)

confirmed that I never met him.

said we got no lawyer to lawyer

he said was his lawyer when he dealt with

said he's being pressured - doesn't know whether he

wants to go through this again

said died about 3 yrs ago.

12-07-04 Called Tony Flynn

12-09-04 called - his attorney is pushing him - said we

got together to settle this - concerned about his little

girl - wants to move. Checks in 1994 bounced - insufficient

funds - [redacted] had all the information.

12-10-04 Called Tony Flynn
12-10-04 Returned call, HAS called you? No. Did you talk to your lawyer? Yes. What did he say? Since you are represented by legal counsel, our lawyer feels the matter should be handled by the lawyer. OK, Will you call YES! Why? To verify that David's check "bounced" due to insufficient funds. Then we can on with this - do not want to go to Elkon to file charges. The detective from Elkon wants me to. The detective from Louisiana wants me to.

12-14-04 Called on tape - call back today or tomorrow. I'll be in Elkon pressing charges.

Returned call - has been calling me and I have not returned call. Not so I have received no calls from. Would you tell him - sure! gave me number. (AL: Snap & a lawyer from Louisiana are pressuring him)

Called explained above - would I tell my lawyer to call his lawyer. OK I wait a few more days.
10-28-03
Lawyer called to ask the name of the lawyer who handled the settlement with G. Smith.

10-30-03
Spoke with Tony Flynn

Etalon lawyer had no copy of the release he had drawn up in 1996.

Wanted a copy of that release.

Here Tony a copy of the file copy.
5-18-98 Arrived at Elkton 3:50 p.m. for appointment with

waited until 5 - no call - left.

called Schussen around 6 - set up another appointment
for Wed. morning at 9 at McDonalds in Elkton.

5-20-98 Met with

showed me a copy of a letter from a private

investigating firm who have been tracking

Dr. Amit.

The letter indicated some activity with children

with a connection to Elkton School - Immaculate

Conception.

- says he is speaking for - who has

commissioned the detective agency. He then

produced on the back of an envelope a list

of demands - pretty similar to what Dr. Lillic

reported.

I suggested he should be talking with Dr. Amit.

He replied that he did not want to talk to

him - he wanted to talk to me. As far

as he is concerned, he is out of it.

Told him the best I could do would be to

present the material to Dr. Amit. He replied

that the Diocese would be involved.
don't see how - the divorce has no relationship
with Te Amit.

Well, the letter will be turned over to the Elkton
police. The timeline will be the end of the
week. The best I can do is to get the information
to Te Amit. (he'll only move again!)

Can I have a copy of the letter and the
expense information. I will need it to relay
it to Te Amit. I do not have a copy -
let's get one - does the truck stop have a
reprint? - no - I'll send you a copy. OK.

(Very short meeting -)

After our meeting - I made a phone call -

In our conversation - he said he was taking
a truck load to Texas - 3 days.
He Mike Carier called him this morning.

Costs:
- Rice Center for Therapy
- Tri-State Trailer Sales Mobile Home
- Detective work
- Detective work

Two students in school - Immaculate Conception - retarded person (factory in Louisiana Elkton)

Would not want this to get in the papers.

He'll take another cashier's check.

(tell him to call me)

5-8-98 M.C. called - [X] did call him this afternoon.
M.C. asked him to call me - "no- I'm dealing with you." More of deals with all these cases.
Abrupt hang up, M.C. did not even have a chance to give him my number.

[ ] is not [ ] ?
11/21/76  Met with Henry Smith.

Reviewed the case.

Explain to him how he told me in 1987 that that matter was about a little girl sitting on his lap...

"That is what started it."

He was terribly hurt by Bishop Isgro who told him to get as far away as he could and don’t come back.

Feels there is a lot of anger and revengeful feelings out there.

Blames the seminary system for not helping us deal with our sexuality.

What do I say? You have been advised for health reasons not to do any ministry.

Now about the Bible study. I’m part of - dissociate yourself from all church related activities.

What about your name appearing for Recreation’s Confirmation 11/23/76. I know nothing about it - I did not respond to that - perhaps they sent me on automatically because I have ministered there.

Why did you purchase a check for $1,000 without checking first with the Diocese?
11-1-96

called for an update.
GS has gone for the loan
Approval to be given by the bank Friday.
Check available on Monday.

He is in New Jersey with his cousin
who joined him now in Elkton on his
return truck trip. He's helping him
paint some rooms to keep busy.

Settlement scheduled for 4 P.M. at McDonald's in Elkton.

Called GS's lawyer who will draw up papers
He will call Jim Collins for his suggestion
otherwise use his own form.

11-5-96
No show by X explained wrong name on checks and
release papers by phone that evening - great anger - what's
going on - all bets are off - I will be at McDonald's at
10 A.M. - I repeat the check.

11-6-96
Met with X - he received the papers very quickly
examined the check - and said goodbye - I dropped him off
at the truck stop where he intended to get a shower and
a bus at 1 P.M. to Atlanta then home. He said he was
a trucker for a living.
10-30-96 Met with X at McDonald's in Elkton.

Late due to traffic - came by truck (cousin)
told him about "no longer functioning"

insurance company - statute of limitations
checking Lake Charles - verification of story
checking with parents & school.
Bishop has "removed" him. 

compensation - GS's responsibility - same as before
he owes me so much more. 

started negotiating - final.

shall bring it back - if he balks - could be problem
lawyers - media - in the end - what.

What do you think? - I'm here to help you - you
need to make decisions. OK with? I'll
got right on it,

set up in motel across from McDonald's to
await delivery.

10-31-96 Called GS. - get money & papers ready - negotiations

complete.

10-31-96 GS. called - can't get money that quickly - in account
late Friday - can do Monday.

Wants to know what 10 years service to Diocese of Wilmington means - needs to discuss this later.
10-24-96 Talked to Youngville Ga. - St. Ann's time line

Referred me to Maj. Alexander Larroque who would know.

10-28-96 Called Maj. Larroque - to his knowledge there was no complaint - his recollection: he was a religious. I described the whole case to him. He indicated that all the records are at Lake Charles. (Not much help.)
10-22-96 Met with G.S., his lawyer, Dwight Thoney and Jim Collins at Mr. Thoney's Office in Elks ton.

Mr. Thoney was very low key and opened the meeting by explaining that a few years ago a person had come forward and it was dealt with by G.S. I tell them I was aware of the case and had seen a photocopy of the check.

I outlined in details the complaint and how it was handled by F. Carrier and myself. I interviewed the man twice and believe his story.

While I am sure he is in it for money - our concerns are:

1. publicity - injurious to the parish and Father S.
2. enough anger to be concerned about G.S., his sister and his new home.
3. the responsibility should be G.S.'s as it is part of his history.
4. settle the matter quickly - with no guarantees!

G.S. was willing to go as high as $5,000 - would appreciate less - Dwight Thomy observed that if got why not.

My task is to try to negotiate. Try to get to see Dwight - if not I will be the facilitator.

At the meeting I withdrew G.S. faculties and directed him to cease weekend work in this Diocese.

I will await further contact from

10-26-96 called the factory - no phone as I can't call back
10-21-96 Spoke with Jerry - told him I needed to see him
as soon as possible - what about - a complaint
of abuse. Does Ze Van know - yes, he
received the complaint - the gentleman went
to Immaculate Conception Cemetery. "I want to
make a phone call first," then I will call
you back. (Gave both numbers.)

10-21-96 Jerry called back scheduled a meeting with his lawyer friend.

10-21-96 (P.M.) Called Jim Collind -
10-21-96  Called Lake Charles 1-318-439-7400

spoke with the Chancellor (Rev. George Stearns) Bishop out of office til Thursday
outlined the case - he will report it and get back to me.

might want to talk to Maj. Larocque who is VG of Lafayette. (Not until he clears it.)
was waiting for me as I left the Bishop's Staff Meeting. He produced two copies of the check. Wanted the matter settled immediately. G.S. out to no longer function as a patient and compensation.

Told him I could not clear up matters that quickly... I need time to talk to G.S. to connect with our insurance company, to come to some resolution.

He said how he had lived with this for 32 years and did not have the time.

I suggested he return to Louisiana and I would contact him when my work is finished. He said he can't do that - he had no phone and on Nov. 15th there is going to be a foreclosure on his mortgage and he is going to lose his car. What kind of money are we talking about? He can't go home, he needs an answer now. Told him I am unable to work that quickly. How much time do you need? It's hard to say. What more do you need - you have the check.

I need two weeks. I'll try to help. I don't want to hear the word "try." It's all I can do.

I'll give you two weeks.

Are you telling me to get a lawyer. I can't tell you anything. You asked for my help, I'll try to help. Emanated some anger toward G.S.

He said he was going to visit friends, stay at a motel (has three hundred and some dollars). Will stay in touch by phone.
Arrived on time. Thin fellow - blond, black hair - mid-forties. He and eight other victims were told by a monsignor in Louisiana that G.S. would be sent to a home for priests - they retired - he would no longer function as a priest. Last year his cousin found him - he is a trucker who stopped in Maryland and saw his name on a parish bulletin - contacted him and was given a check for $30,000 through a lawyer in Elkton. The cousin showed a copy of the check to the family in Louisiana.

I could not believe it - came to Elkton to check it out - talked to Fr. Mike and found that it was all true. G.S. is practicing as a priest and in a parish with a school. This is incredible!

ALTAR BOY
GS FRIEND  
Family

He then related his story - (took place early 60's) years of abuse - even with a girl whom would pick-up and bring to G.S. - rumor was that G.S. got another one pregnant. (Cried during this description) Feels there could be hundreds of victims. Due to his effervescence claimed he had spent loads of money on counselling.
He claims he has no intention of going public with this - he wants two things:
1. that this priest never function again
2. some compensation - "pushed" on this he wants a house and a truck - "pushed"

further: house: truck:

Asks if he would want to confront GS face to face, he said "no" is concerned what he would do to him - would meet with the Bishop - if he wanted to - satisfied to work with me.

I asked if he could secure a copy of the check - thought he could - it was from an account in Ohio. If he were not guilty - why would he give to his cousin who bragged about being able to buy his wife a car with it.

He reiterated his desire - no deal, no treatment, no promises - he wants a quiet and away from children.

Talked to Dan Mcglynn after interview - would be catastrophic if went public due to GS's bringing so many into the church, his visibility at Edston and the pro & anti GS people - possible division.
10/1996
DATE
REPORTED
10-16-96  Dan McGlynn reported to me that his associate received a visit from a X who reported that J.C.S. had abused him and others - one of his victims, a young girl, had committed suicide. He was told that he would never function as a priest again - here his name appears on the parish bulletin at Immaculate Conception, Elkton. Mike gave G's number. Said he would get back to Mike - who has been advised to get in touch with me.

10-17-96  Informed Bishop

10-17-96  Verified story with M Lanier - subject did call back - gave my numbers to him - will call me.

10-18-96  X called to set up appointment